Introduction.

In his Papal Encyclical, *Fides Et Ratio*, John Paul II refers to three different modes of truth: 1) the truth of science and everyday life, based on immediate evidence and experimentation; 2) philosophical truth, gained through speculative reason; and 3) religious truths, partially grounded in philosophy and found in various religions.¹ Revelation guarantees the unity of truth, though, by showing us that “the God of creation is also the God of salvation history.” This point is crucial to the Pope’s argument since, as he insists, “it is the one and the same God who establishes and guarantees the intelligibility and reasonableness of the natural order of things upon which scientists confidently depend, and who reveals himself <sic> as the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. ... This unity of truth, natural and revealed, is embodied in a living and personal way in Christ.”² As a direct consequence of this theory of truth, John Paul II identifies three theological requirements which must be met by any adequate philosophy: 1) It must “recover its sapiential dimension as a search for the ultimate and overarching meaning of life.” 2) It must “verify the human capacity to know the truth...” 3) It must be of >genuinely metaphysical range, capable, that is, of transcending empirical data in order to attain something absolute, ultimate and foundational in its search for truth.”³ Pope John Paul II
concludes with a special appeal to scientists: “...I would urge them to continue their efforts without ever abandoning the sapiential horizon within which scientific and technological achievements are wedded to the philosophical and ethical values which are the distinctive and indelible mark of the human person.”

I welcome the Pope’s profound insights found here. This Jubilee conference for scientists provides an excellent opportunity to place the ongoing discussions of cosmology, philosophy and theology squarely within the requirements and perspectives of fides et ratio and its insistence on the sapiential horizon which such discussions should take place. As we have seen, the conditions for a sapiential horizon flow from the unity of truth, and this in turn is based on the central theological assertion that the God of creation is the God of salvation history. The claim requires that: 1) nature must be interpretable as >the creation of God’, and 2) nature must be interpretable as the creation which, by God’s act, will become God’s >new creation’. The first requirement leads us to fascinating, creative discussions which have been taking place internationally about Big Bang and quantum cosmology in relation to the doctrine of creation. Here we start with cosmology and ask in various ways about its theological relevance. I will treat this discussion in Part I below. The second, however, is much more challenging and relatively unexplored. Here Big Bang and quantum cosmology seem to resist any detailed theological interpretation while lending themselves easily to nihilistic and atheistic interpretations. This >split’ situation, in which the cosmos can be viewed theologically as creation but resists being viewed as the grounds for new creation, tends to undercut our ability to place cosmology within a unified sapiential horizon as called for by fides et ratio and weakens our ability as Christians to challenge such nihilistic and atheistic claims to the world. If we are to remedy this situation, we may need to approach the >science/theology’ interaction in a new way. I will treat this challenge in Part II below.

Part I: Nature as God’s creation and scientific cosmology

1. Big Bang Cosmology

The doctrine of creation has been explored fruitfully in light of contemporary physical cosmology over the past four decades. The ex nihilo form of the doctrine has been placed in relation to two particular features of Big Bang cosmology: “t=0”, which represents the beginning of time some 12 billion years ago (and thus
the age of the universe) and the so-called Anthropic Principle which suggests that the universe is fine-tuned for the evolution of life. I will limit my remarks here to the question of \( t=0 \).\(^5\) To what extent is \( t=0 \) relevant to the doctrine of creation \textit{ex nihilo}, allowing us to view nature as God’s creation? Responses have ranged widely from direct relevance to complete irrelevance.

**a) Direct relevance of science to theology**

For some, the scientific discovery of an absolute beginning of all things (including time) provides empirical confirmation, perhaps even proof, of the creation of the universe by God. There are a variety of well-known --- and highly debated --- theological precedents for such a position. One of the clearest is found in Book 11 of the \textit{Confessions}, where Augustine argued that God created time along with the creation of the universe. Perhaps the \textit{locus classicus} is that of Thomas Aquinas’ five “Ways” by which reason can be in \textit{accord}’ with the truth of the existence of God. Certainly an absolute beginning of time, if that is what science has discovered, would seem to provide empirical support Thomas’ philosophical arguments. And of course there is Biblical precedent for an \textit{absolute beginning’}, notably Genesis 1, though this, like its theological counterparts, is open to complex hermeneutical challenges and competing interpretations.

This rich matrix of ideas played a prominent role in the allocution by Pope Pius XII to the Pontifical Academy of Sciences in 1951.\(^6\) In his careful reading of the allocution, Ernan McMullin interprets Pope Pius’ argument as stressing the theological implications not only of \( t=0 \) but also of the mutability of the universe and the irreversible decline of its thermodynamic processes. To quote McMullin, Pope Pius used such results as evidence from science as support for Thomas’ arguments. Thus science can “testify to both a beginning in, and end of, the cosmos, thus confirming its contingency and the need to postulate for it a Creator.”\(^7\) Though Pius is quite clear that science had not offered an “absolute proof of creation,” it can come close. A number of Protestants have also defended the argument that \( t=0 \) provides strong, even convincing, support for belief in God. A sophisticated version has been developed by William Craig, who draws on the early Islamic debates over the finitude of the world in relation to the finite age of the Big Bang universe\(^8\). Others have given relatively unnuanced accounts of how science purportedly supports theology.\(^9\)

Still for those still seeking a direct path from science and theology, recent history offers an important caution: the path, such as it is, is open to traffic in both directions, as we shall see below in Hoyle’s eternally old steady state cosmology.
Moreover, the transitory nature of all scientific theories reminds one of the adage, 
>married today, widowed tomorrow.’ Finally, one must recognize that there are 
other aspects of Big Bang cosmology which threaten to undercut a close tie with 
Christian theology, such as the universe being actually infinite in size and its 
continuing to exist in the future far after the point at which all biological life will 
come to an end. Perhaps the direct route is simply one we should abandon.

b) Complete irrelevance:

There are, of course, a wide range of Christian theologians who endorse the 
complete separation of theology and science. What may seem surprising is that 
several of the most important scholars in the theology and science interaction agree 
that when it comes to \( t=0 \). For them, \textit{creatio ex nihilo} is a strictly philosophical 
argument regarding the contingency of the universe for which any proffered 
empirical evidence, such as \( t=0 \), is irrelevant. Instead, the contingency of the 
universe consists entirely in its sheer existence. Georges Lemaitre\(^{11}\), Arthur 
Peacocke\(^{12}\), John Polkinghorne\(^{13}\), Steven Baldner and William Carroll have defended 
this position on the basis of Thomistic metaphysics.\(^{14}\) Ian Barbour took this position 
in his earlier writings\(^{15}\) but has since shifted to what I call >indirect relevance.’ Bill 
Stoeger\(^{16}\) stresses caution for empirical reasons as well, including the tentative status 
of any scientific cosmology and our inability in principle to gain direct evidence of 
\( t=0 \) or to rule out the possibility of a prior universe.\(^{17}\) But need we be this 
circumspect?

c) Indirect relevance

There are a variety of positions that one can take between the two extremes 
of direct relevancy and complete irrelevancy. Those assuming what I call the 
>indirect relevance’ approach include Ian Barbour (in his recent work)\(^{18}\), Walter 
Hearne\(^{19}\), Nancey Murphy and George Ellis\(^{20}\), Howard van Till\(^{21}\), and Mark 
Worthing\(^{22}\).

One of the clearest indications of how we might proceed here comes from 
Ernan McMullin.\(^{23}\) If we believe in divine creation, McMullin writes, we would 
expect the universe to look “something like the Big Bang”, but we cannot go further 
to claim that direct support can be found either for cosmology from Christian 
thought or vice versa.\(^{24}\) We should view theology and science as being in a relation 
he described as “consonance”:

The Christian cannot separate his (sic) science from his theology as though
they were in principle incapable of interrelation. On the other hand, he has learned to distrust the simpler pathways from one to the other. He has to aim at some sort of coherence of world-view, a coherence to which science and theology, and indeed many other sorts of human construction like history, politics, and literature, must contribute. He may, indeed, must strive to make his theology and his cosmology consonant in the contributions they make to this world-view. But his consonance (as history shows) is a tentative relation, constantly under scrutiny, in constant slight shift.\textsuperscript{25}

I have developed McMullin’s idea of consonance in several directions. I have suggested that the contingency of the universe can be categorized in three ways: global contingency, local contingency and nomological contingency, and each of these, in turn, can be differentiated further.\textsuperscript{26} Global contingency includes both the sheer existence of the universe as such (which I call its >global ontological contingency’) as well as contingent theoretical or empirical aspects of the universe as a whole (its >global existential contingency’). t=0 would come under the latter; it is a form of past temporal finitude, and this is a form of temporal finitude, and this of finitude, and thus finally of global existential contingency. Thus its sheer existence, which scholars in the second group stress, and its beginning at t=0, which those in the first group emphasize, relate to different strands or layers of global contingency.\textsuperscript{27} The existence of the universe is always a basis for (ontological) contingency, regardless of temporal origins, but a finite beginning would add >confirmation’ of its having been created (existential contingency): to use a legal metaphor, t=0 would act as a character witness, but not an eyewitness, to creation theology.

I agree, then, with what Ted Peters calls >hypothetical consonance’.\textsuperscript{28} Here consonance is a “treasure” we seek but in reality we have not yet found, though we have discovered common domains of inquiry. We are encouraged to search for additional modes of consonance by these discoveries, but to explore them theologians as well as scientists must hold at least some of their views as fallible hypotheses, not as inviable truths. Such openness to the new is essential to move us forward.\textsuperscript{29} But I have also stressed that the infinities in size and future of the flat and open models argue against contingency. Drawing on Sallie McFague’s approach which she calls “metaphorical theology”\textsuperscript{30}, I have suggested that if t=0 is >consonant’ with creation theology then these infinities are >dissonant’ with both creation and eschatology. Finally, by allowing philosophy to mediate between
cosmology and theology, we have an ongoing method by which the conversation with theology can continue to take scientific results seriously when scientific cosmologies change, as they already have with the development of inflationary and quantum cosmologies, and thus theology can continue to provide a sapiential horizon of meaning for these changing cosmologies.

2. Inflationary Big Bang and quantum cosmologies.

Since the 1970s, a variety of problems in the standard Big Bang model have led scientists to pursue ‘inflationary Big Bang’ and beyond that ‘quantum cosmology’. These included technical problems as well as the need to introduce quantum physics into the conversation, both because the universe at its earliest epochs was arbitrarily small (and thus subject as a whole to quantum physics) and because physicists were searching to unify gravity theoretically with the other physical forces (i.e., the electroweak and strong nuclear forces).31

Given the speculative status of quantum cosmology, some scholars have kept the theological conversation focused on the standard Big Bang model32. Others, though, have asked what effects quantum cosmology might have on their theology of creation. John Lucas has defended the temporality of God against the difficulties raised by special relativity and quantum cosmology33. Ted Peters recognizes the “anti-theological” implications to his project by Hawking’s quantum cosmology, but draws on Chris Isham’s argument that even without an initial singularity, God is present to and active in all events in the universe34. Wim Drees has argued that the challenge from special relativity to those arguing for God’s involvement in ‘flowing time’ is much more severe than anything raised by the lack of t=0 in quantum cosmology35.

I have suggested that the Hawking/Hartle model reminds us that the concept of finitude need not entail a boundary. This simple insight can lead to new ways to describe the universe as God’s creation. For example, it may well be that the finitude of the past of our universe as such, and not the additional requirement of its having a boundary at t=0, will illuminate the real meaning of ontological contingency within the doctrine of creatio ex nihilo. I have also emphasized that the ‘nothing’ (i.e., the superspace) out of which our universe arises in the Hartle/Hawking scenario is more like Platonic me on (>relative nothing’) than it is like Platonic ouk on (>absolute nothing’). Thus our universes arises out of a relative >nothing’ including, in some sense at least, quantum fields governed by the laws of physics (both of which are needed to give a >scientific’ account of the >quantum creation of the universe’). But the Christian view of creatio ex nihilo relies
predominantly (i.e., for Tillich\textsuperscript{36}) if not entirely (as most theologians insist) on the meaning of \textgreater\textbf{nothingness}’ as \textit{ouk on}. In essence, neither the Hartle/Hawking creation scenario, or any other I know of, can claim to be \textgreater\textbf{scientific}’ and at the same time limit itself strictly to \textit{ouk on}.\textsuperscript{37} A very similar argument has been developed in detail by Joseph M\textsuperscript{†}yczki.\textsuperscript{38}

We should close this section by noting that Hawking, too, seems to draw on the ontological argument. In his Introduction to Hawking’s \textit{A Brief History of Time}, Carl Sagan writes about the \textgreater\textbf{absence of God}’ in his book, even if \textquote{the word God fills these pages.” Hawking may seek to know \textgreater\textbf{the mind of God}, Sagan admits, but if there is no $t=0$ --- and Hawking himself has done away with it --- then there is \textquote{nothing for a Creator to do.}\textsuperscript{39} My response, of course, is that Sagan is attacking Enlightenment deism, not Christian theism. At times in the book Hawking seems to agree with Sagan,\textsuperscript{40} but not at the end, for he also writes: \textquote{even if there is only one possible unified theory, it is just a set of rules and equations. What is it that breathes fire into the equations and makes a universe for them to describe? The usual approach of science ... cannot answer the question of why there should be a universe for the model to describe.}\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{41}}

\section*{Part II: Nature as God’s new creation and scientific cosmology}

As we have seen above, the conditions for a sapiential horizon flow from the unity of truth, and this in turn is based on the central theological assertion that the God of creation is the God of salvation history. This assertion, in turn, entails two requirements: 1) nature must be interpretable as \textgreater\textbf{the creation of God}, and 2) nature must be interpretable as the creation which will become God’s \textgreater\textbf{new creation}. We have been studying the first requirement in the context of ongoing research into the ways Big Bang and quantum cosmology can be in relation to the doctrine of creation. These included the claim that we can move directly from cosmology to its impact on theology, an argument within natural theology, and we can view theology as indirectly confirmed by cosmology, a move which represents constructive work in systematic theology. We turn now to the second requirement. It will lead us to the edge of current research in theology and science where both Big Bang and quantum cosmology pose a fundamental challenge to theology.

The working premise here is that, if it is \textit{the universe} that theologians describe as the creation of God, it is therefore \textit{the universe} which must become \textgreater\textbf{the New Creation}.’ But according to Big Bang cosmology, the future of the universe is either
>freeze or fry’, and long before either, all biological life will be extinguished from
the universe. Can Christian eschatology be seen as consistent with either of these
scientific scenarios?42 At first glance, the answer would seem an alarming, “no!”.

Of course theologians could simply declare that speculations about the far
future are off-limits to scientists. According to Karl Rahner, “Just as (natural
scientists) have no right or obligation to >inquire beyond’ (i.e., >before’) the big
bang, so too it is not their part to speculate about an absolute end of all material
reality.”43 But the challenge cannot be dismissed so easily. Scientific descriptions
of the far future are no more speculative than are statements about the present or
past based on the same, Big Bang, model. The problem is deeper: we can interpret
the Big Bang model in terms of the doctrine of creation in ways that are simply
impossible in terms of the doctrine of eschatology. According to Wolfhart
Pannenberg, all Christian theology depends on the future coming of God.44
Eschatology thus involves “one of the most obvious conflicts between a worldview
based on modern science and the Christian faith”. 45 John Macquarrie, too, wrote
that “…if it were shown that the universe is indeed headed for an all-enveloping
death, then this might seem to constitute a state of affairs so negative that it might be
held to falsify Christian faith and abolish Christian hope.”46 Peacocke clearly
recognized that the inevitable end of life in the universe “undermines any intelligible
grounds for hope being generated from within the purely scientific prospect itself...
The Revelation of John is but a pale document compared with these modern
scientific apocalypses!” 47

Many atheistic scientists, too, from Bertrand Russell48 to Steven Weinberg49,
have given a thoroughly pessimistic, >dysteleological’ reading of scientific
cosmology50, readings which clearly run counter to fides et ratio. A sign of hope,
though, is that in 1979 Freeman Dyson worked out a partial response to cosmic
pessimism by showing how life could survive forever in the open >freeze’ model.51
In 1986, Frank Tipler and John Barrow took up Dyson’s arguments in detail and
extended them to the >fry’ scenario of a closed universe. 52 More recently, Tipler
developed them in detail in his “Omega point theory.” 53 In both cases, however,
life is understood reductively within physics as >information processing’, and
>eternal life’ as the endless processing of new information along a given worldline.
The scientific details of Dyson’s work are fascinating, and his challenge to
Weinberg’s pessimistic evaluation of the meaning of life in the universe is
profound.54 But reaction to these arguments has been mixed. Drees has given a
careful but critical analysis of both Dyson and Tipler’s works.55 Tipler and
Pannenberg have engaged in an interesting and constructive interaction56 to which
Drees, myself and others have replied. But, Tipler’s scientific claims have been attacked aggressively by other scientists while both Dyson’s and Tipler’s theological proposals and their reductionist assumptions have been widely criticized by scholars including Polkinghorne, Barbour, Peacocke, Clayton and Worthing, and they would clearly be contrary to the spirit of *fides et ratio*.

If this alternative is not to be taken, what options are left? Polkinghorne is representative of most theological views when reminding us that “an ultimate hope will have to rest in an ultimate reality, that is to say, in the eternal God himself, and not in his creation.” The act of raising Jesus from the grave begins a process whose fulfillment beyond history will join the destiny of humanity and the destiny of the universe. The new creation, a new heaven and a new earth, is not a “second attempt by God at what he had first tried to do in the old creation. It is a different kind of divine action altogether...the first creation was *ex nihilo* while the new creation will be *ex vetera...*” In his *Systematic Theology*, Pannenberg argues that the Christian claim that the world will have an end can neither be supported by science, nor need it be in opposition to it. The scenario of a universe finite in space and time is “undoubtedly more compatible with the biblical view” than an infinite, imperishable scenario. Still the Biblical view of an imminent end, and the scientific view of a remote end, may not even “relate to the same event... Even if they do, it is only in the sense of very different forms of imminence.” Ted Peters has developed the Trinitarian theology with particular attention to the implications of Big Bang and quantum cosmology. What we need is “temporal holism” in which the cosmos as a unity of time and space is both created proleptically from the future and redeemed eschatologically by God’s future initiative which we know proleptically in Jesus Christ. Prolepsis ties together *futurum*, the ordinary sense of future resulting from present causes, and *adventus*, the appearance of something absolutely new, namely the kingdom of God, the renewal of creation. The creation, from alpha to omega, will be consummated and transformed into the eschatological future which lies beyond, but which will include, this creation as a whole.

I believe the approaches suggested by Pannenberg, Polkinghorne, and Peters are promising theologically. Still, the challenge remains of making them intelligible in light of the ‘freeze or fry’ far future scenarios of current scientific cosmology. Peters is ruthlessly honest about the challenge from science. “Should the final future as forecasted by (scientific cosmology) come to pass...then we would have proof that our faith has been in vain. It would turn out to be that there is no God, at least not the God in whom followers of Jesus have put their faith.”

We may need to engage with science at another level, that in which
philosophical and theological factors might play a suggestive though indirect role in the construction of, and criteria for choosing between, scientific models, theories and paradigms. Such >extra-scientific factors’, as they are called in current philosophy of science, often play a role in the >context of discovery’, although the resulting theories must be tested strictly by the scientific community, that is the >context of justification’, without regard to their role in theory construction. It is conceivable, at least, that an explicit commitment to a cosmology that would be interpretable in terms of Christian eschatology could lead to the development of new scientific cosmologies which would be compatible with all known empirical evidence, even generate surplus content, and yet would not explicitly undercut an eschatological interpretation by theologians in the way current Big Bang scenarios seem to. In the process we would have brought the field of >theology and science’ into a genuine mutual interaction, so that the theologian’s task is not only to interpret science as it is, but to make fruitful suggestions which might be attractive to scientists. Two examples serve to illustrate this possibility:

Extra scientific factors’ the generation of a competitor to Big Bang cosmology.

In the 1940s, Fred Hoyle, an outspoken atheist, together with colleagues Hermann Bondi and Thomas Gold, constructed a cosmology that would have no temporal beginning or end. Their “steady state cosmology” depicted the universe as eternally old and expanding exponentially forever. For two decades, the Big Bang and the steady state models seemed equally viable given the empirical evidence then available. By the mid 1960s, however, the Big Bang model was vindicated, at least in most scientists’ minds, by the discovery of the microwave background radiation and the successful prediction of the cosmological abundances of hydrogen and helium in the 1960’s.65

What is important here, however, is that at least in principle Hoyle’s work represents the effect of Extra scientific factors in science. Now Hoyle’s explicit reason for constructing the steady state model was his claim that a temporal singularity like t=0 was irrational on both scientific and philosophical grounds. But Hoyle’s strident and public opposition to Christianity suggests it played at least a secondary role in motivating his construction of the steady state model. Indeed, McMullin takes Hoyle as representing “our most colorful example of the potential relevance of anti-religious views in the choice of cosmological models.”66 It is also crucial to emphasize that Hoyle did not, of course, impose his views about the existence of God directly into science per se, but merely undercut the factor in Big
Bang cosmology which others claimed to support belief in God. Nevertheless the Hoyle scenario, and similar ones drawn from the history of 20th century cosmology, demonstrate that very fruitful ideas can come from ‘extra-scientific’ disciplines, such as philosophy and theology, and lead to scientific theories with testable consequences.

**Extra-scientific’ factors in quantum cosmology.**

It is also possible to see, in the debates over approaches to quantum cosmology, the striking presence of ‘extra-scientific’ factors. A fascinating example occurs in comparing proposals by Roger Penrose and Hawking/Hartle. In Penrose’s view, our universe arises as an arbitrary quantum fluctuation in a homogeneous background superspace filled with quantum fields. But why should any point in superspace be singled out as creating a universe like ours; why isn’t there an infinity of universes varying in all ways possible --- which there is not. As Chris Isham puts it, the problem was “pre-empted” by Augustine’s response to the question of what God was doing before God made the universe. Augustine’s answer was that God did not create the universe in time, since the decision as to which point in time to create it would be arbitrary and would imply that God’s will is mutable. Instead Augustine claimed that God created time along with the creation of the universe. But as Isham points out, the same reasoning leads us to reject Penrose’s approach: it is thoroughly arbitrary to pick a creation point in superspace. The Hawking/Hartle model, on the other hand, circumvents the need for such a point. Thus “it is singularly striking that, sixteen centuries later, theoretical physicists have considered precisely the same subterfuge” to avoid questions like ‘before creation’. I think this is a striking example of the potentially positive role theology could play in stimulating new insights and directions of inquiry within the natural sciences.

As these examples suggest, constructive exchanges may be possible in both directions between science, philosophy and theology if we are extremely careful about the legitimate autonomy of, and indirect influences between, these fields. I am currently engaged in a project to reformulate Trinitarian theology in light of relativity and quantum mechanics, and then to see whether such a reformulated theology would shed light on ways to revise scientific cosmology making it more amendable to an eschatological interpretation.

**Conclusions**

And so we return to that remarkable document, *fides et ratio*, and its urging of
scientists to place their work in the wider context of a worldview imbued with wisdom. According to *fides et ratio*, the conditions for this sapiential horizon flow from the central theological claim that the God of creation is the God of salvation history.

I hope I have shown how this theological claim can play a remarkable role in challenging us to bring together topics which are normally separated in the ongoing research in ‘science and theology’. The claim requires that 1) nature must be interpretable as the creation of God’, and 2) nature must be interpretable as the creation which, by God’s act, will become God’s ‘new creation’. The first requirement led us to fascinating ongoing discussions about Big Bang and quantum cosmology in relation to the doctrine of creation. Here we start with cosmology and ask about its potential theological relevance. The second requirement, however, is much more challenging and, to date, relatively unexplored. Big Bang and quantum cosmology seem to resist any detailed theological interpretation. They forecast the future of the universe to be fundamentally inhospitable to biological life, and even more so, as contradicting the eschatological hope for a radical transformation of the universe into the ‘new creation’.  

With this in mind, I have suggested that our theological and philosophical convictions might, indirectly at least, inspire the construction of alternative, empirically adequate, scientific cosmologies which could be open to theological interpretation, cosmologies which at the same time have to be accepted by the scientific community according to its own, autonomous standards. Such a project might not be possible. However if it succeeded to any degree it would allow us to begin to view the universe as both God’s old and new creation. This in turn is needed for theology to offer a sapiential horizon for all our scientific research and to provide a contrasting voice to nihilistic and atheistic readings of science that so pervade our age.

I hope to attempt such a project in the near future. I would be honored to remember this magnificent Jubilee for Scientists at the Vatican as marking its beginning, through the grace of God in Christ Jesus and the power and wisdom of God’s Holy Spirit.
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science Helge Kragh there can be little doubt that the discussions among Hoyle, Gold, and
Bondi, which led to a tentative formulation of the steady-state theory in 1947, were colored
negatively by the views expounded by Whittaker, Milne, and other religious scientists...Although
the motives behind the steady-state model were not ... antireligious, it must surely have added to
their satisfaction that it was possible to design a universe in which there allegedly was no room for
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theology can play a role not only in theory choice but in theory construction, even if for Hoyle
personally the motivation was only implicitly theological. That it is theological might be
disputed, since Hoyle is an atheist, but I would argue that both an affirmation or denial of the
existence of God are by definition theological (and, of course, also philosophical) assertions. That
it functioned in the construction of theories might be disputed, because Bondi and Gold had
already worked out much of the steady state model which Hoyle used, but it is also important to
recall that Hoyle made foundational contributions to an alternative theory of gravity in its support.
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changed the field equations to allow for a universe that did not change in time by adding to it the
famous cosmological constant = , but withdrew it after Hubble's discovery of the expansion of
the universe, calling it his greatest blunder. Misner, Kip S. Thorne and John Archibald
Wheeler, Gravitation, 409-11. I think it is another illuminating example of the way philosophical
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71. The project involves the following steps: first, Trinitarian conceptions about time and eternity
would have to be reformulated in light of relativity (here science puts constraints on theology);
second, in light of this reformulation, the assumptions on which current physics (and thus
cosmology as a part of physics) are based would be inspected (tracing back to the rise of modern
science). They may, in fact, be the root of the problem by leading to an insufficiently rich
cosmology for theological appropriation. This, in turn, would suggest that a more complex view
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Some writers have contended that the Big Bang can be identified with the biblical Creation, while others claim that cosmology, in Carl Sagan’s words, leaves “nothing for a creator to do”. Willem Drees subjects the arguments of both sides to a careful scrutiny. He proceeds to an examination of various quantum cosmologies in relation to the Beginning, the anthropic principles, the search for complete theories, and conceptions of contingency and necessity. Dr Drees argues that cosmology offers no certainty in religious matters, and challenges the view that theology and science are engaged in a common quest to understand reality. On the other hand, he rejects the suggestion that they are unrelated.